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 CHOLINERGIC AGONISTS AND ANTAGONISTS 
 
Date: September 4, 2012 (8:30-9:20 AM) Recommended Reading: Basic and Clinical 
Pharmacology, 11th Edition, Katzung, et. al., pp. 95-126. 
 
 
KEY CONCEPTS AND LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
 
I. CHOLINERGIC AGONISTS: 
 

3. Cholinergic activation is achieved via stimulation of a variety of receptors.   Some 
cholinergic agonists act on cholinoceptors directly; others act through indirect 
means. 
 
a.  Recogize the main structural and functional difference between nicotinic 

and muscarinic receptors, their mechanisms of action, and their location 
in the body. 

b.  distinguish between parasympathetic and nicotinic effects in the body. 
c.  Understand the general difference between the mechanism of action of 

directly and indirectly acting cholinergic agonists. 
 

2.  Several key directly acting muscarinic and nicotinic agents are used clinically.  
Some are synthetic compounds; others are naturally occurring tertiary amines. 

        
 a. Know the differences in the pharmacological activity of key quaternary     

nitrogen analogs of choline (i.e., nicotinic vs. muscarinic activity). 
b.  Know the 3 key quaternary analogs of acetylcholine discussed in lecture 

and their pharmacological actions in the body. 
c.   Know the prototype tertiary amine muscarinic agonist discussed in lecture 

and its major chemical feature that distinguishes it from the quaternary 
analogs.  Also know how this feature affects its clinical effects. 

d. Know the relative susceptibility of the quaternary analog agonists to 
enzymatic degradation. 

e.  Recognize common clinical uses for the 4 muscarinic agonists discussed 
in glass. 

 
 

 
3. Indirectly acting cholinergic agonists inhibit cholinesterase.  They exert their 

effect by inhibiting the breakdown of acetylcholine in the synaptic cleft, thus 
extending the time during which the neurotransmitter is available to bind its 
receptor. 
 
a.  Describe the two different types of cholinesterase in the body, their 

location, and their mechanism of action. 
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b.  Recall 3 key representative reversible cholinesterase inhibitors discussed 
in lecture and know their relative duration of action, and primary clinical 
applications 

c. Describe the mechanism of action of the irreversible cholinesterase 
inhibitors, and understand the reason behind the success of 2-PAM as an 
antidote to irreversible cholinesterase inhibition. 

d. Describe the toxic pharmacologic effects obtained with, and the treatment 
required following, exposure to organophosphates.  

 
II.  CHOLINERGIC ANTAGONISTS: 
 

1.  Muscarinic antagonists are also known as parasympatholytic agents.  
Representative compounds that will be covered in this lecture include atropine, 
scopolamine and glycopyrrolate.  These agents are also related to poisonous 
compounds found in common plants and contribute to deadly toxic reactions. 

 
  a.  Describe the dose-dependent pharmacological effects of atropine. 
  b.  Describe the symptoms of atropine poisoning, and its treatment. 
  c.  Describe various clinical applications for atropinic agents. 

d.  Understand when,  how and why glycopyrrolate is used during recovery from  
 anesthesia 

 
 
 
 


